Hi Vinyl Lovers. As autumn approaches we are starting to gear up for the busy period towards Christmas. No doubt this year will be no different and orders will increase substantially in November so if you want to get your delivery before Christmas start putting your order together now. One thing for sure, this year we will have a much larger selection of stock items to choose from (see below) which will make xmas shopping so much more fun!

The Landscape at PVC-U-LIKE has certainly changed this year. Like so many small companies we have been crippled with uncertainty about Brexit and have incurred a massive hit with the Pound Dollar rate which now stands at $1.10, gone are the days where we enjoyed $1.60. As a consequence we have reduced our material buying this year by 80%! In fact we took a massive step of exporting over 300 rolls to our China factory for conversion. Our China factory has stepped up to the challenge and caught me off guard by producing 5000 garments which are already on the high seas and will land by the middle of October, just in time for Christmas! Hopefully after October 31st “Brexit day” our business will be able to look forward and hopefully get back to some normality.

Having said all of the above the streamlining continues with reductions in our choice of materials and colours and as “discontinued” colours come to an end we may produce “promotional” runs for stock. If you have a favourite material you can always track stock levels here so that you do not miss out. [https://pvc-u-like.com/Uploads/General/Material-Stock.pdf](https://pvc-u-like.com/Uploads/General/Material-Stock.pdf)

**More Swiss!** You may remember we managed to purchase some materials from a Swiss fetish shop that closed down last year. This month we were able to buy the last remaining materials which included some wicked Latex colours and some old PUL materials! Our intention is to convert the latex into some pants and doctors masks and use some of the PUL materials for promotional garments. We have a photoshoot planned for mid September and consequently these items will be posted to the website by the end of the month including our latest stock delivery.

Another project ongoing is the **“Norwegian collection”**. We were fortunate enough to be offered a large private collection from a customer in Norway who has been collecting since the 1960’s. A deal was completed and we now have 15 large boxes to sort through. As we open up the boxes it has been like a journey through time as we come across coats produced by C&A and German companies such as Joby of Hamburg. We are cataloguing these coats and will introduce them into photoshoots over the coming months. These coats will be offered for sale on our Ebay shop leading up to Christmas...what a lovely pressie someone is going to receive!

**Are you missing out?**

We had a large stock delivery at the beginning of this month. We have some great garments to choose from that can be delivered straight away.


**RA01: Long Raincoats** have been replenished in the following colours Shiny Black BKS1, Glass Black BKG1, Semi Trans Natural NAT1, Glass Clear NAG1 and new colour semi trans yellow YETS. Grab one here priced only £27.56 [https://pvc-u-like.com/Product.aspx?ProductID=174](https://pvc-u-like.com/Product.aspx?ProductID=174)


New toys and gloves!

For those of you who are adventurous we have some new toys on the website.


Massive Stock delivery due Mid October.

Just in time for Christmas we have the following garments being delivered

**CA14 Poncho** in the following colours. BLS2, BKM1, BKG1, MAS1, PIG1, NAG1, GRG1, NAT11, RES1, REG1, VIG1, YES1, YET5, YEM1, BKT3, BKG1, BKS1.

**CA15 Long Cape** in the following colours. BKT3, BKM1, BKS4, BLSS4, BLS2, BLG1, GRG1, MAS1, PIG1, NAT11, RES1, REG1, VIG1, YES1, YET5, YEM1, NAT2.

**SU10 One piece suit** in the following colours. BKT3, BKM1, NAT2, WHT1, YEM1.

**RA01 Long Raincoat** replenished in the following colours. BKT3, BKM1, BLS2, BLG1, BKS4, BLS4, PIG1, YEM1, NAG1, NAT2, REG1, SLP1.

**SU40 Two Piece Suit** in the following colours BKM1, BKG1, BKS1, BLG1, BLS2, BKT3, GRG1, NAT11, NAT2, REG1, WHT1, YES1, YET5, YEM1.

**SU46 China Sauna suit** made up in these great colours BKT3, BKG1, BKM1, BLS2, MAS1, NAG1, NAT2, RES1, REG1, VIG1, YEM1, SLP1.

**TR05 Overtrousers** in these colours BKT3, BKM1, BSK1, NAG1, NAT11, NAT2, YES1, YEM1.

**JA17 Jelly Jacket** in the following colours BKM1, BKS1, BLG1, BLS1, MAS1, NAG1, NAT2, RE, YES1, REG1, VIG1.

**CA08 Enclosed Cape** topped up colours BKS1 and BKG1.

Can we let you into a little secret!

**NAT2: Semi Trans 0.220.** We now have in stock the new batch of NAT2 material and its mind blowing! More see through than before but soft, thick and extra slippery!

**YES1: Shiny Yellow 0.200.** We have been receiving a number of complimentary comments about the new Shiny Yellow. Apparently the material has a pearl effect and is slightly thicker and softer than the old quality and it looks and feels great! Order something special now.

**BKM1: Thick Matt black 0.220.** Some people were shocked when the BKM1 suddenly disappeared. Don’t worry, if you look at the new delivery for mid October we have converted it into numerous garments which will be straight off the shelf!

**PVC Club wear.**
Off to a party? We have a range of Stretch PU garments in four colours that are perfect for dancing in, and it’s competitively priced as well. Go and have a look here:-

If you subscribe to our Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/PVCULIKE/ you will already be aware that we are clearing out a load of old stock and we are offering at much reduced prices. Please order straight away to avoid disappointment.

Are you in America?

Our distributor in the US is Make it Kinky http://www.makeitkinky.com/ They have been working hard to ensure that you can have everything that we offer. They have recently added a number of sexy latex garments to their range as well. Hopefully the service and delivery will be more efficient than we can offer from Europe also it is nice to have a local contact to communicate with.

PVC Dreams Streaming site. Did you know that Dreams can now be streamed on a ipad.
http://pvcdreams.tv if you want to see our PVC worn by stunning models being very naughty then start subscribing to the site now. They also have a very active facebook page https://www.facebook.com/groups/PVCDREAMS/ which is a closed group so you will need to ask to join but once in there are plenty of pictures and news to digest. The streaming site will play on PC, mobile device and direct through a smart TV so there is no excuse to not be enjoying yourself!

Best Wishes

GARY and the PUL TEAM